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A B S T R A C T

We present our novel deep multi-task learning method for medical image segmentatio
Existing multi-task methods demand ground truth annotations for both the primary an
auxiliary tasks. Contrary to it, we propose to generate the pseudo-labels of an auxilia
task in an unsupervised manner. To generate the pseudo-labels, we leverage Histogra
of Oriented Gradients (HOGs), one of the most widely used and powerful hand-crafte
features for detection. Together with the ground truth semantic segmentation masks f
the primary task and pseudo-labels for the auxiliary task, we learn the parameters of th
deep network to minimise the loss of both the primary task and the auxiliary task jointl
We employed our method on two powerful and widely used semantic segmentation ne
works: UNet and U2Net to train in a multi-task setup. To validate our hypothesis, w
performed experiments on two different medical image segmentation data sets. Fro
the extensive quantitative and qualitative results, we observe that our method consi
tently improves the performance compared to the counter-part method. Moreover, o
method is the winner of FetReg Endovis Sub-challenge on Semantic Segmentation o
ganised in conjunction with MICCAI 2021. Code and implementation details are ava
able at:https://github.com/thetna/medical_image_segmentation.

© 2023 Elsevier B. V. All rights reserve

uction

l image segmentation (Lei et al., 2020b; Milletari
6; Sharma and Aggarwal, 2010; Pham et al., 2000)

ortant and active research problem. The usage of se-
gmentation in several biomedical applications such
ter-assisted diagnosis Zhao et al. (2019), robotic
olleoni et al. (2020), radiotherapy planning and

s Nemoto et al. (2020), etc., is growing day by day.
is reason, the research community has witnessed an

onding author: Email: b.bhattarai@ucl.ac.uk
ontributions.

unprecedented growth of research interest in this domain. The
are several types of semantic segmentation problems in med
cal imaging. Broadly, the existing semantic segmentation tas
can be grouped into four major categories viz. organ segment
tion Hu et al. (2017), robotic-instrument segmentation (Pakh
mov et al., 2019; Shvets et al., 2018), vessels segmentation Fr
et al. (2012), and cellar and sub-cellular segmentation Riz
et al. (2014), etc.

After the seminal work of Krizhevsky et al. (2012) on larg
scale image classification using deep convolutional neural ne
works, the use of deep architectures has not been limited on
on computer vision (Simonyan and Zisserman, 2015; Szeged
et al., 2015; He et al., 2016); it is equally popular in medic
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HOG MapSemantic Segmentation Map               Input Image

his Figure shows an input image (left) and its ground truth semantic segmentation map (left) for the primary task and the Histogram of Oriented Gra
he input image (right). In the HOG map, we can observe the boundary between the organs and the instruments that belong to different semantic categ
for a better view.

analysis (Suzuki, 2017; Lee et al., 2017). With the usage
learning algorithms, the accuracy of computer vision

uch as classification, segmentation, and detection is im-
significantly Rawat and Wang (2017). A similar trend

n observed on medical image analysis too Anwar et al.
. We obtain the performance gain at the cost of many
ted examples (e.g. Imagenet consists of 1M annotated
les). It is evident that deep learning algorithms are data
us and demand millions of training examples. Collect-
a, in general, is time-consuming, needs experts and is
pensive. Moreover, in medical imaging, it is not only
ollecting annotations as they come from highly trained
, e.g. radiologists (e.g., MRI or CT scanner), but due to
g concerns on privacy, it is difficult to get the unlabelled
les Peng et al. (2021).

prove the generalisation of a model from a fixed amount
ing examples, sharing the parameters between main task
xiliary tasks Caruana (1997) is popular for a long time.
oice of an auxiliary task directly influences the perfor-
of the main task. We are dealing with semantic seg-

ion. One of the previous studies on semantic segmenta-
d detection by Dong et al. (2014) explains that semantic
tation and detection are highly correlated tasks and of-
plementary in nature. MaskRCNN He et al. (2017) ,

the most popular networks in recent time, shares the pa-
rs between detection and segmentation networks. Simi-
akikawa et al. (2019) proposed to predict contour as an
ry task while training a network for semantic segmenta-
the primary task. The major drawback of these methods
ed of annotated examples for both the primary and the
ry tasks. Collecting such a heterogeneously labelled set
ing examples is even more challenging in the medical

domain.

ackle the problem of collecting training examples with
erogeneous set of labels, we propose to generate pseudo-
for the auxiliary task from the hand-crafted features in-
As one can extract hand-crafted features in an unsuper-
anner, generating pseudo-labels of any type of images

uxiliary task can be done easily. To this end, we leverage
togram of Oriented Gradients (HOGs) Dalal and Triggs
to generate pseudo-labels. Demarcation of the organs

rgical instruments parts belonging to a common cate-

gory from unrelated ones would play a significant role in
accurate segmentation. Auxiliary tasks focusing on such
pects would help the network to learn the robust represent
for semantic segmentation. Thus, we chose HOGs to gen
pseudo-labels for the auxiliary task as these features are
fully designed state-of-the-art hand-crafted features for o
detection Dalal and Triggs (2005). However, any other
of hand-crafted features can be employed in our pipeline t
tract the pseudo-labels. Figure 1 shows the HOGs map o
anatomy and surgical instrument. In the Figure, we can se
demarcation of a surgical instrument from eye anatomies m
by the map of the Histogram of Oriented Gradients. Once
extract the HOG features, we consider these representatio
annotations of the auxiliary task and the ground truth sem
map as annotations of the primary task. We extended exi
popular architectures for semantic segmentation: UNet
neberger et al. (2015) and U2Net Qin et al. (2020) to mini
the loss of both the auxiliary and primary tasks and train
network in a multi-task manner.

Use of image feature representations as a pseudo-lab
growing these days. Recently, Gidaris et al. (2020) train
deep network to predict Bag of Visual Words (BoWs) for im
classification. Unlike ours, this method relied on the lea
features extracted from a network trained to minimize the im
rotation angle loss. In medical imaging, organs such as the
bulb, pupils, colons, etc., are either hollow and cylindric
rotationally invariant. Hence, the pipeline is not directly a
cable in medical imaging. In addition, they trained their me
to minimise the objective function of a single task, wherea
train our pipeline in a multi-task set-up. We summarise
contributions in the following points:

• We investigated the Histogram of Oriented Gradien
generate pseudo-labels of images and exploited these
resentations as labels of an auxiliary task.

• We extended existing semantic segmentation networ
train in a multi-task framework.

• We applied our method on two challenging medica
mantic segmentation datasets: CaDIS Grammatikopo
et al. (2021) and Robotic Instrument Segmentation A
et al. (2019). Our extensive experiments demonstrate
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ipeline consistently outperforms the counter-part sin-
ask networks.

d Works

rk falls into the category of deep multi-task learning
do labels, self-supervised learning. In this Section, we
e some of the important past works closely related to
d.
lti-task Learning and Auxiliary-task Learning for
Segmentation: Both multi-task learning and auxil-

ing methods are explored in medical image segmenta-
subtle difference between these approaches lies in the
or absence of a secondary task during inference time.
these two terms are often used interchangeably in the
We first list some of the important multi-task works

by auxiliary tasks.
onneberger et al. (2015) is one of the earliest and the
ly used deep architectures for medical image segmen-

his architecture is a supervised learning architecture
andle only semantic maps as the ground-truth anno-
nother work on pancreas segmentation Roth et al.

ins deep learning architecture in a multi-stage manner.
the bounding box to localise the pancreas followed

ned semantic segmentation. Unlike our approach,
od uses ground truth annotations on both stages. In

e rely on HOG features computed unsupervised and
e model to minimise the losses jointly. Another work
esion segmentation Kamnitsas et al. (2017) employs
lutional Neural Network with a fully connected Con-
andom Field. Similarly, Lei et al. (2020a) employ

tention to improve the performance of anatomy seg-
in whole breast ultrasound. However, these meth-
er only semantic segmentation maps for ground truth.

e recent works on tumours segmentation in 3D breast
d images Zhou et al. (2021) proposed to train CNN in
ing fashion. Wang et al. (2018) modified UNet archi-
jointly minimise the segmentation and classification
tra-sound images. Xie et al. (2018) trained multi-
titask learning framework for breast tumour segmen-
ltrasound images. Song et al. (2020) learns the param-
etwork to minimize the loss for skin lesion detection,
ion, and segmentation. Chakravarty and Sivswamy
ined a multi-task learning CNN for semantic seg-
and image level glaucoma classification. Another

istopathology image analysis Qu et al. (2019) trained
sk network for nucleus classification and segmenta-
of these methods need ground truth annotations for
ain task (semantic segmentation) and auxiliary tasks.
in our case, we have annotations for the primary task
ate pseudo-labels for the auxiliary task.
sent here some of works on auxiliary task. Zhang
14) proposed to estimate head pose as an auxiliary
proving the facial landmark identification. Similarly,

ng indoor objects, Mordan et al. (2018) leveraged the
ess of scene labels prediction and depth and surface

orientation evaluation at pixel level. For semantic segment
tion of medical images, Feyjie et al. (2020) added an auxilia
task of image denoising. In a recent work to diagnose COVID
19 from other pneumonia and normal control, Li et al. (202
trained the model with an auxiliary task of contrastive learnin
to learn transformation invariant representations. The additio
of subsidiary task has been proven effective in boosting the pe
formance of the network for the main task.
Self-supervised Learning: In Self-supervised learning, the a
notations for the pre-text tasks are generated in an unsupe
vised manner. In general, the parameters of a CNN are learne
to minimise the loss of pre-text tasks followed by fine-tunin
of the parameters for the downstream tasks. Several differe
ways are investigated in the past years to generate the annot
tions of pre-text tasks. These includes, image rotation angle G
daris et al. (2018), colorization Zhang et al. (2016), image-patc
context Pathak et al. (2016), in-painting Pathak et al. (2016
etc. These methods mostly pivot on the geometric transform
tions of the images. What kind of pre-text task is going to b
the most useful for the end-task is still an open research pro
lem. Recently, Gidaris et al. (2020) proposed to learn the repr
sentations by predicting the visual Bag of Words (BoW). Th
method, closest to ours, rely on visual features to generate th
pseudo-labels. As we mentioned before, they compute BoW
from the visual representations extracted from model trained
minimise the rotation angle of an image. Thus, this approac
is not directly applicable to our applications as most of the o
gans such as eyes, eye-bulb exhibit rotationally invariant shap
Unlike most of the self-supervised pipeline, we propose to mi
imise the loss of end-task and pre-text task jointly.

3. Proposed Method

In this Section, we present our pipeline in detail. We sta
with the description of HOGs followed by the generation
pseudo-labels for the auxiliary task. Afterwards, we expla
our approach to extend a single-task semantic segmentation ne
work to a multi-task network. Finally, we explain the overa
objectives.

We have a scenario X × Y where X represents input imag
space and Y represents output semantic map space. Our go
is to learn a function f : X → Y with a given training e
amples T = {(x1, y1), (x2, y2) . . . (xi, yi) . . . (xN , yN)} ⊂ X × Y
In the training set T , N is total number of training example
xi ∈ R(W×H×C) , yi ∈ R(W×H), where, W,H,C represents widt
height, and total number of channels in an image respectivel
Our contribution lies in generating extra annotations of the im
ages in an unsupervised way and extending the single task s
mantic segmentation network to train in a multi-task manner
improve the performance of semantic segmentation. We ma
use of HOGs to extract the pseudo-annotations of an image.

3.1. Histogram of Oriented Gradients as Pseudo Labels

It is proven that the HOGs Dalal and Triggs (2005) we
one of the most powerful hand-features on computer visio
and medical image analysis especially for detection befo
the advent of data driven feature extraction methods suc
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Input 
Image

-1    0    1

 1
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Gradient 
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=
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Gradients

; …………;

Fig. 2: Diagram showing the pipeline to extract the Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOGs). Zoom in for better view.

t Krizhevsky et al. (2012), ResNet He et al. (2016), and
onneberger et al. (2015). In this paper, we use HOGs for
cause i.e. to extract the pseudo-labels of the images. To

te HOGs from an image, first of all, we crop and resize
ges to the desired dimensions of width, W and height,
further divide the images into a non-overlapping im-

tches of width w, and height h, resulting the total num-
patches of bW/wc × bH/hc. For each of the patches,
1-D discrete derivative masks centred around a pixel in
e horizontal and vertical directions. dx = [1, 0,−1] and
, 0,−1]T are horizontal and vertical filtering kernels re-
ely. We run these filters on all the pixels of every image
as shown in Figure 2.

r applying the kernels centred on every pixels, we com-
e histogram of gradients for all the patches and append
gether. Gradients are computed as arctan( dy

dx
), and the

ts are assigned to the nearest bin. The histogram can
number of bins with angle ranging from 0 to 180 de-

The magnitude of the gradient is computed as
√

d2
x + d2

y .
agnitude of the gradients encodes the frequency of a bin
radient taken into consideration. In this manner, we es-

the histogram of oriented gradients in every patch. The
r of the bins and the patches determine the dimension
HOGs and are the hyper-parameters in our study. We
their studies in Experimental Section in depth. We con-

e the HOGs for all the patches of an image, and the final
ntations of HOGs are the pseudo-label, ypl of the im-
e augment the pseudo-label on the given training set.

the training set with augmented pseudo-labels become
ypl

i )}i=N
i=1 which we use to train the semantic segmenta-

twork in multi-task setup.

ulti-task semantic segmentation with pseudo labels

an input image x with the ground truth semantic seg-
ion map y and its pseudo-label ypl, we train a semantic
tation network in a multi-task learning fashion. The pri-

ask for us is to predict the semantic map and the sec-
task is to regress the Histogram of Oriented Gradient

Input Shape Operations
(3, h, h) Conv(3,3,1), ReLU(), MaxPool2d(2,2)
(3, h

2 ,
h
2 ) Conv(3,3,1), ReLU(), MaxPool2d(2,2)

(3, h
4 ,

h
4 ) Flatten()

(3 × h
4 × h

4 ) Linear(504)

Table 1: Architecture of the Auxiliary Task Network to Regress HOG

(HOG) features. To predict the semantic map we employ
gorical cross-entropy loss and minimise mean squared lo
predict the HOG features. As mentioned before, UNet
U2Net are two most popular and the powerful semantic
mentation networks in medical imaging. However, these
works are originally designed to support semantic map as
ground truth. Thus, these networks can not readily handle
heterogeneously labelled training examples. To enable the
handle pseudo-labels and share the parameters between t
tasks, we proposed to add a regression unit with two conv
tional layers and a fully connected layer on every layers o
decoder side on U2Net as shown in the Figure 3. On UNe
added only one such unit on bottleneck. It is because, UNe
relatively less parameters compared to U2Net. In the Figu
the lower block depicts the U2Net architecture and the u
block shows the regression units we introduced in the arch
ture. The regression units learn the parameters predicts H
correctly. In the similar manner, we plugged in regression
on UNet. Compared to UNet, U2Net is also an hourglas
chitecture where each layer consists of a UNet. We learn
parameters of the the whole architecture to minimize the
lowing objective.

L =
1
N

i=N∑

i=1

αLce(xi, yi) + βLHOG(xi, y
pl
i )

In Equation 1, Lce is the primary task loss i.e. minimiz
of cross-entropy loss to predict the ground truth mask corre
Whereas, LHOG is loss of secondary task to predict the H
of the input image. We minimize the mean squared erro
tween the predicted and ground truth HOG features. α a
are two hyper-parameters to weight the contributions of
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;
{   ypl ŷpl  } {   ypl ŷpl  }

; ;
{   ypl ŷpl  }

;
{   ypl ŷpl  }

;
{   ypl ŷpl  }

;
{   ypl ŷpl  }

LEGEND

Main Network

Concatenation 

Backward Pass

GT HoG Featuresypl

Predicted HoG Featuresŷpl

Auxiliary Network

Forward Pass

diagram shows the overall proposed framework. In the Figure, the main network corresponds to semantic segmentation network (e.g. U2Net), while t
twork is our contribution to extend the single task network to a multi-task network. Training examples in triplet, i.e. input image, ground truth seman
udo-label computed from HOGs, are fed into the network and train the network jointly.

es to best generalise the model parameters on unseen
emantic segmentation. We fine-tune these parameters
cross-valiation on validation set. The details are on
.

iments

sets:
luated our methods on two different publicly avail-
enging data sets with diverse characterstics. CaDIS
rammatikopoulou et al. (2021) was released in MIC-
in one of the EndoVis challenges. It consists of 25

ideos. Each video frame is annotated broadly into eye
, surgical instruments, and miscellaneous categories.
the granularity of the segments, Grammatikopoulou
1) designed the challenge into three different tasks.
nsists of 8 different segments: four eye anatomies,
objects, and one instrument category. In Task 2, the

t category is further split into nine classes, resulting in
nt categories. Finally, in Task 3, there is an increase in
y on the handles of the surgical instrument. This fur-
ase in granularity resulted in 25 different categories to
There are 3,550 annotated frames in train set, 534 in
set, and 586 are in test set.

r data set on which we evaluated our method is
nstrument Segmentation Allan et al. (2019). This data
licly available for research since MICCAI 2017 chal-
he main task on this data set is to segment surgical
ts from the background. Based on the granularity of
tion of the parts of the surgical instruments, three tasks
gned in the challenge. Task 1 is to segment the instru-
a whole from the rest of the background. Similarly,

the challenge in Task 2 is to segment the instruments parts in
wrist, jaw, and shaft and distinguish the instrument from th
background. Finally, Task 3 further segments the instrume
into seven types and segregates it from the background. The
are 10 different folds of videos in total. Following the evalu
tion protocol described on Allan et al. (2019), we report pe
formance on folds 9 and 10 and train on rest of the videos.

4.2. Baselines Architectures:

We took UNet Ronneberger et al. (2015) and U2Net Qin et a
(2020), two representative architectures, for semantic segme
tation and employed our method on these two architecture
Since our method is generic in nature, we can easily extend
other architectures. UNet is one of the most widely used arch
tectures in medical image segmentation. It is a lightweight a
chitectures consisting of encoder and decoder. Encoder consis
of convolutional and pooling layers that map high-dimension
images into low-dimensional latent space. Decoder feeds in th
latent representations of the image and learns the parameters
predict the correct semantic maps. There are skip connectio
from encoder layers to decoder layers.

U2Net is another recently proposed architecture with stat
of-the-art performance on multiple computer vision semant
segmentation benchmarks. Similar to UNet, this is an hou
glass architecture with skip connections between the encod
and decoder layers. Compared to UNet, U2Net consists
UNet like structures in every layer of encoders and decode
and also known as UNet inside UNet. Thus, the learning p
rameters in this architecture are much higher than UNet.
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aluation Metrics:

sed mean Intersection of Union (mIoU) to compare the
ative performance. Intersection of Union (IoU) is com-
s follows:

U =
true positive

true positive + false positive + false negative

tion to this, we also present extensive qualitative analysis
e the comparisons.

plementation Details:

ompute HOGs from the images, inspired from the orig-
per on HOG Dalal and Triggs (2005), we resized the
to the dimension of (64×128). Other parameters that de-

the size of HOG features are the number of histogram
d patch size. We set the number of bins of the histogram
to set each bin with an angle range of 30. Initially, we

patch of size 16×16, which outputs a vector of dimension
imilarly, setting the patch size to 12×12 and 8×8 gives

features of dimensions 864 and 2520, respectively.
mplemented our algorithms on PyTorch framework. For
ation, we employ Adam Optimizer. We set the initial

g rate to 2e-4 and scaled it by a factor of 0.5 in every
ration. We train our algorithms for 150k iterations and
e every 1k iterations.

yper-parameters Selection:

e are two critical sets of hyper-parameters in our pro-
ipeline. The first one is the weights of the primary loss
the secondary loss (β) as shown in Equation 1. An-

yper-parameter is the dimension of HOG features. We
ed the values of these hyper-parameters by doing cross-
ion on Validation Set. As the detection and segmentation
re highly co-related Dong et al. (2014), we set the α and

to give them equal importance. Figure 11 summarises
imisation of both losses. From the Figure, we can infer
correct prediction of HOG features is equally important
of semantic segmentation for the overall performance.

we fine-tune the dimension of HOG features. We ob-
he highest performance when the dimension HOG fea-
504. Afterward, we fix the dimension to 504 and vary

ights of losses. Table 4 summarises the cross-validation
ghing the contributions of the proposed losses on CaDIS
botic Instrument datasets. We observed that setting equal
ution to the losses gives the optimal performance. We
ed a similar trend on another benchmark too. This out-
lso highlights the significance of the proposed auxiliary
our pipeline. We set the values of α and β equal to 1

rest of the experiments. Similarly, Figure 5 shows the
ance on CaDIS Validation Set with varying the dimen-

the HOGs. We can see the highest performance with the
ion of 504, which we set for the rest of the experiments.
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m
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Fig. 4: Performance comparison with varying sizes of training data o
dataset of CaDIS Task 2 segmentation.
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Fig. 5: Performance comparison with varying dimensions of HOG feat

4.6. Quantitative Evaluations:
Here, we present the outcomes from our extensive ex

ments on two different data sets: CaDIS and Robotic In
ment Segmentation. As mentioned before, each of the be
marks consists of three tasks resulting in six different tasks
two data sets. We extended our method on two popular b
line architectures: UNet and U2Net. We evaluate the empi
performance on the mean Intersection of Union (mIoU).
Comparison on varying training data size: Compare
U2Net, UNet is more efficient but is less accurate. We
uate both the architectures on CaDIS Task 2. We choose
task due to the good trade-off of granularity and the num
of training examples per category. In this experiment, U
and U2Net obtained 81.9% and 83.75% mIoU, respectivel
full training data. We also took a different proportion of t
ing examples and compared the performance of both UNe
U2Net with/out the auxiliary task to predict HOGs. Figu
summerises our experiments. Our techniques to extend bot
networks to multi-task networks improve the performance
sistently. This gain in performance also shows that our me
equally generalises on varying sizes of training examples.
experiments on the remaining tasks from both the data sets
decided to choose U2Net as our baseline architecture as its
formance is clearly superior to UNet.
Comparison on CaDIS dataset: Table 2 summarises the
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Task # Classes Validation set mIoU Test set mIoU
MICCAI’21 U2Net +HOG (Ours) MICCAI’21 U2Net +HOG (Ours)

1 8 86.7 84.9 85.5 83.7 80.2 81.4
2 18 72.7 83.8 84.1 70.6 77.8 80.2
3 26 66.6 82.1 83.0 59.2 78.2 78.4

Table 2: Summary of quantitative performance comparison on CaDIS data set.

k
# Classe

s mIoU on test Video 9 mIoU on test Video 10
MICCAI’17 U2Net +Contour +HOGbn +HOG MICCAI’17 U2Net +Contour +HOGbn +HOG

2 87.7 94.2 95.0 95.0 95.6 91.7 96.0 96.15 95.7 96.2
4 73.6 70.8 74.3 74.1 75.8 80.7 84.1 83.9 83.9 84.4
8 35.7 57.9 66.2 56.3 65.4 79.1 89.4 92.9 90.6 91.3

Table 3: Summary of quantitative performance comparison on Robotic Instrument Segmentation data set.

Input U2Net (+HOG) Ours Ground truth

 1

 2

 3

litative comparison between the proposed method with its counter-part architecture U2Net on three different tasks. First two rows represent examp
, the middle two rows, and the last two rows are examples from Task 2 and Task 3 respectively.
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Input U2Net (+HOG) Ours Ground truth

Fig. 7: Qualitative comparison between before and after applying our method on U2Net in the Task 1 of robotic instrument
segmentation challenge held in MICCAI 2017.

Input U2Net +HOG (Ours) Ground truth

Fig. 8: Qualitative comparison between before and after applying our method on U2Net in the Task 2 of robotic instrument
segmentation challenge held in MICCAI 2017.
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Input U2Net (+HOG) Ours Ground truth

Fig. 9: Qualitative comparison between before and after applying our method on U2Net in the Task 3 of robotic instrument
segmentation challenge held in MICCAI 2017.

eight of losses mIoU
α β UNet(504) U2Net(504)
.01 1.0 81.2 94.7
0.1 1.0 82.1 95.4
1.0 1.0 82.3 95.6
1.0 0.1 81.7 94.8
1.0 0.01 81.4 94.5

lation study on weights of losses. The number inside the bracket
e dimension of HOG features. The mIoU reported for UNet net-

CaDIS segmentation task 2 validation dataset and that for U2Net
n Robotic Instrument segmentation task 1 test video sequence 9.

nt Parts
Methods

U2Net +contour +HOGbn +HOG (Ours)
ft 85.7 90.4 89.8 90.0
st 68.9 71.5 71.6 72.2

60.9 63.9 64.8 65.5

tegory-wise mIoU on Robotic Instrument Segmentation dataset for
segmentation.

Classes Methods
U2Net +HOG (Ours)

Pupil 94.2 94.3
Surgical Tape 82.6 87.0

Hand 84.6 86.0
Eye Retractors 84.6 85.3

Iris 85.1 84.3
Skin 64.7 69.5

Cornea 92.9 92.8
Cannula 43.5 45.5

Cap. Cystotome 36 47.6
Tissue Forceps 62.9 69.9
Primary Knife 80.1 81.8
Ph. Handpiece 77.7 79.2
Lens Injector 73 73.5

I/A Handpiece 70.4 71.0
Secondary Knife 52.3 63.0

Micromanipulator 57.7 52.8
Cap. Forceps 16.3 14.4

Table 6: Comparison of categorical performance for Task 2 on CaDIS datas
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ces of three different tasks on CaDIS data set. We have
red our performance with the winner of the MICCAI
hallenge and U2Net. From the Table, we can see that our

consistently outperforms the U2Net on both the vali-
set and the set. The class-wise mIoU reported in Ta-
rther validates the significance of the proposed pipeline
counterpart. Similarly, out of 6 different scenarios, our
obtained the highest mIoU on 4 cases, slightly lagging
the winner of MICCAI’21 challenge on Task 1. Com-

o Task1, on Task 2 and Task 3, the mIoU of the winning
on MICCAI’21 dropped by a large margin (-20%). In

t, our cases have a slight drop in performance (-2.0%).
ows the robustness of the proposed pipeline over the in-
in the granularity of the segmentation tasks.
rison on Robotic Instrument Segmentation dataset:
details the performance comparison on Robotic Instru-

egmentation. We followed the evaluation protocol pre-
on the challenge paper and compared our performance
e winner model. In every task, our method obtained the
mIoU surpassing the winning team’s performance and

eline U2Net by a large margin. With the increase in the
rity in the segmentation task, the mIoU of the winner
drops by up to -50%. At the same time, the drop in our
is only up to -30.2%. Again, this is yet another evi-

or our method being robust compared to the contempo-
thods. Similarly, our method and the baseline predicting

r as an auxiliary task outperform in 4/6 and 2/6 cases, re-
ely. The empirical performance between these methods
omparable. Compared to predicting contour, the advan-
our approach is that we can generate pseudo labels in an
rvised manner, but the contour-based method demands
truth semantic segmentation. Further looking into the
ise performance in Task 2, our method outperforms the

titive baseline in 2/3 cases (see Table 5).

binary_masks parts_masks instruments_masks
Segmentation Type

2

4

6

8

0

Method
U2Net
Ours

Violin plot showing the distribution of IoU of test images (sequences
) on all three tasks of the Robotic Instrument Segmentation dataset. A
ite dot on each violin represents the median IoU.

risons with the State-of-the-art Methods:
ble 7, we report the mIoU of different methods on the
c Instrument Segmentation dataset for instrument type
tation. UNet Ronneberger et al. (2015), the popular
ark network for medical image segmentation, achieved

46.1%. The winner of the 2017 Robotic Instrument Segm
tation Challenge, TernausNet Iglovikov and Shvets (20
which has similar architecture to UNet but employs a VG
network as an encoder, obtained a mean score of 56.4%.
mIoU score of DeepLabV3+ Chen et al. (2018) is 64
This network implements atrous convolution, which prov
the benefit of long-range contextual information. Likew
mIoU scores of LinkNet Chaurasia and Culurciello (20
PAN Li et al. (2018), PAANet Ni et al. (2020), and DANe
et al. (2019) are 56.0%, 64.1%, 64.2%, and 63.1% res
tively. SurgiNet Ni et al. (2022) is the state-of-the-art me
on Robotic Instrument Segmentation to date. is SurgiNe
et al. (2022). This method proposed to train neural networ
chitecture with a double attention module. The mIoU obta
by this method is 66.3%. Our method obtains 70.2% attai
the new state-of-the-art.

Methods mIoU
UNet Ronneberger et al. (2015) 46.1

TernausNet Iglovikov and Shvets (2018) 56.4
LinkNet Chaurasia and Culurciello (2017) 56.0

PAN Li et al. (2018) 64.1
PAANet Ni et al. (2020) 64.2
DANet Fu et al. (2019) 63.1

DeepLabV3+ Chen et al. (2018) 64.2
SurgiNet Ni et al. (2022) 66.3

U2Net+HoG (Ours) 70.2

Table 7: Performance comparison of our proposed method with SurgiN
various methods of EndoVis 2017 Robotic Instrument Segmentation Cha
on instrument type segmentation. We report the results from Ni et al. (20

TernausNet Ours
Dataset 1 53.8 42.3
Dataset 2 74.3 75.4
Dataset 3 67.6 83.9
Dataset 4 89.2 61.7
Dataset 5 43.3 54.8
Dataset 6 60.6 61.8
Dataset 7 49.4 64.3
Dataset 8 31.4 52.6
Dataset 9 46.2 65.4
Dataset 10 52.9 91.3

Table 8: Performance comparison of our proposed method TernausNet
test sequences of instrument type segmentation .

4.7. Qualitative Evaluations:
We did not limit our experiments to quantitative evalua

only. To deeper understand our method’s role in improvin
performance of existing architecture such as U2Net, we
formed an extensive qualitative analysis. Figure 6 show
qualitative comparisons of Task 1 , Task 2, and Task 3 on Ca
data set. The bounding boxes locate some of the represent
regions on the eye and the surgical instrument where U
fails, but our method correctly segments it. From these
tions, we can see that the characteristics of HOGs to ide
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Fig. 11: Training curve of our method on CaDIS task 3.

s and tools boundary play a crucial role in correctly
g the organs and the semantic parts of the surgical

ly, Figure 7, Figure 8, Figure 9 show the qualitative
n of Task 1, Task 2, and Task 3 on robotic instru-
entation. In these qualitative analyses, we observe

r trends that were seen on CaDIS data set. As we can
these analysis, U2Net struggles quite a lot on bound-
s. Our method enables correct segmentation on such
at we can see in our qualitative comparisons. The red
boxes on the Figures locates the failed cases by the
whereas the green bounding boxes show the correc-
by our method.

r to observe the distribution of IoU of individual test
e show violin plots in figure 10 on all the tasks for

nstrument Segmentation. From left to right, the fig-
s the violin plots of Tasks 1, 2, and 3, respectively.
ts also demonstrate the robustness of our method over
er-part baseline. The median mIoU(represented by
ots in 10) of our method is higher than that of the
art in each task.

usions and Future Works

lusion, we present a novel multi-task deep learning
k for medical image segmentation. We generate the
ns of the auxiliary task in an unsupervised manner by

the Histogram of Oriented Gradients features of im-
eir labels. We train the deep network jointly to min-
losses of both the primary task, semantic segmenta-
he auxiliary task. Our extensive qualitative and quan-
sults on two challenging medical image segmentation
k datasets, CaDIS and EndoVis 2017 Robotic Instru-
mentation, show that the proposed pipeline’s perfor-
uperior to its counterpart single task network. The in-
HOG feature prediction as an auxiliary task enforces

rk to learn more meaningful representations to distin-
ndaries among different classes in the shared layer.
nts with different baseline architecture like UNet and
lidate the generalisability of our approach. Moreover,
sed method achieved the best performance in most

tion tasks of two benchmark datasets.

As we can obtain HOG features in an unsupervised wa
its applicability in medical image analysis, where annotatin
images is both costly and time-consuming, can be further e
tended, which we aim to investigate in the future. Furthermor
we plan to explore the higher-order statistics of hand-crafte
features such as Fisher Vectors as annotations of images to tra
the multi-task deep semantic network.
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erate pseudo-labels of images and exploited these rep-
entations as labels of an auxiliary task.

extended existing semantic segmentation networks to
in in a multi-task framework.

applied our method on two challenging medical se-
tic segmentation data sets. Our extensive experiments
onstrate that our pipeline consistently outperforms the
nter-part single task networks.
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